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The present invention is a method of pmassing a digital 
image that is initially represented by digital data indexed to 
represent positiom on a display. The digital data is indicative 
of an intensity value I,<x,y) for each position (x,y) in each 
i-th spectral band. A classi6cafion of the image based on its 
dynamic range is then defined in each of the image's S 
spectral bands. The intensity value for each position in each 
i-th spectral band is adjusted to generate an adjusted inten- 
sity value for each position in eacb i-th spectral band in 
accordance with 

2 wmOog UJ. Y )  - logMx.y)* F,(xly)l), i =  1, .... S 
F-I 

where W, is a weighting factor, =*" is the convolution 
operator and S is the total number of unique spectral bands. 
For each n, the function F,(x,y) is a unique summd 
function applied to each position (x,y) and N is the total 
number of unique surround functions. Each unique surround 
function is scaled to hpmve some aspect of the digital 
image, e.g., dynamic range compression, color constancy, 
and lightness rendition. The adjusted intensity value for each 
position in each i-th spectral band of the image is then 
filtered with a filter function that is based on the dynamic 
range classification of the image. 
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MhTHOD OF IMPROVING A DIGITAL 
IMAGE As A FUNCTION OF ITS DYNAMIC 

RANGE 

ST-OF GOVERNMENTINTEREST 
This invention was made with Government support under 

contract NCC-1-258 awarded by NASA. n e  Government 

cRosREFERJ3cE To RELMED P m  
APPUCATIONS 

This patent application is *pending with one related 
patent application entifled "METHOD OF IMPROVING A 
DIGITAL IMAGE HAVING WHITE ZONES", filed on the 
same date by the same inventors and owned by the same 
asignees as this patent application. 

L..- ...,.4'.:.. Ad.- ;- 4.:- :-...-,A- ..- _..- "by." - - .A,.".'.."U. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates generally to image processin& and 
more particularly to a method of improving a digital image 
that adjusts to the image's dynamic range. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

When compared to the direct observation of scenes, color 
images in general have two major limitations due to scene 
lighting cnnditions. First, the images captured and displayed 
by photographic and electronic cameras d e r  fium a a m -  
parative loss of detail and color in shadowed zones This is 
known as the dynamic range problem. second, the images 
are subject to color distortions when the spectral distribution 
of the illuminant changes. This is known as the color 
constancy problem. (Note that for noncolor imaging includ- 
ing non-optical imaghg, the problem becomes simpler and 
is largely one of dynamic range compression, ie., the 
capture and representation of detail and lightness values 
across wide ranging average signal levels that can vary 
dramatically a c m  a scene.) 

Electronic cameras (eg., cameras based on CCD detector 
arrays, CMOS technology, etc.) are capable of acquiring 
image data across a wide dynamic range. This range is 
suitable for handling most illumination variations within 
scenes, and lens aperture changes are usually employed to 
encompass scene-to-scene illumination variations. Typically 
though, this dynamic range is lost w k n  the image is 
digitized or when the much narrower dynamic range of print 
and display media are encountered. For example, mast 
consumer-type images are digitized to gbitdcolor band 
(256 gray 1eveMcolor band) and most display and print 
media am even more limited to a a1 dynamic range. 

Acommonly encountered instance of the color constancy 
problem is the. spectral dfierence between daylight and 
artificial (e.g., t.ngrten) light which is sufliciently strong to 
require photographers to shift to some combination of film, 
filters and processing to compensate for the spectral shift in 
illumination. Though iilm photographers can attempt to 
approximately match film type to spectral changes in light- 
ing conditions, digital cameras muSt rely strictly on filters. 
However, these methods of compensation do not provide 
any dynamic range compression thereby causing detail and 
color in shadows to be lost or severely attenuated compared 
to what a human observer would actually see. 

Another problem encountered in color and non-color 
image processing is known as colorhghtness rendition. This 
problem re-sults from trying to match the processed image 
with what is observed and comists of 1) lightness and color 
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2 
"halo" artifacts that are especially prominent where large 
uniform regions of an image abut to form a high contrast 
edge with "graying" in the large uniform zones, and 2) 
global violations of the gray world a s u q t m n  (eg., an 
all-red same) which results in a global "graying out" of the 
image. 

Since human vision does not suffer from these various 
imaging drawbacks, it is reasonable to attempt to model 
tud&im visivu b& on h u m u  visivu. A &wry oi humm 
vision centered on the concept of a center/surround retinex 
was introduced by Edwin J-AIKI in "An Alternative Tech- 
n i q e  for the Computation of the Designator in the Retinex 
Theory of Color Vimn," Prouxdhgs of the National Acad- 
emy of Science, k h m e  83, pp. 3078-3080, 1986. Land 
drew upon his earlier retinex concepts disclceed in "Color 
Vision and The Nahual Image," Pmxedqp . of the National 
Academy of Science, klume 45, pp. 115-123, 1959, but 
harmonized these with certain findings of the neurophysi- 
ology of vision. All of the retinex concepts were intended to 
be models for human color perception. The earlier rerinex 
concepts involved "random walks" a a w  image space and 
the resetting of the computation when color boundaries were 
crwed. Land's 1986 retinex conaept of human Vision was 
proposed as a centerisurround spatial computation where the 
center was 2-4 arc-minutes in diameter and the surroud 
was an inverse square fundion with a diameter of about 
200-250 times that of the center. 

The application of Land's h m a ~  Vision theories to image 
p r o a + g  has been attempted in the prior art. For example, 
to m i c  the dynamic range compression of human vision, 
a detector array with integrated processing in analog VLSI 
silicon chips used a logarithm transformation prior to the 
surround formation. See "Analog VLSl and Neural 
Systems," C. Mead, Addison-Wesley, Readin& Mass., 1989. 
In an attempt to improve color constancy, the implementa- 
tion of a color retinex in analog VLSI technology is sug- 
gested by Moore et aL, in "A Real-time Neural System for 
Color Con~lancy," IEEE Transactions on Neural Networlcj, 
'Lblume 2. pp. 237-247, March 1991. In Moore et aL, the 
sunound function was an exponential and final prooessing 
before display of the image. requxed the use of a variable 
gain adjustment that set itself by finding the absolute maxi- 
mum and minimum across all thra color bads '  signal 
values. However, none of the above-descnbed prior art 
provided an image processing technique that could shul-  
tanwusly accompWimprove dynamic range compression, 
color independence from the spectral distribution of the 
s ~ n e  illuminant, and color/ligbtness rendition. 

To address tbcse issuCs, U.S. Pat. No. 5,991,456 discloses 
a method of improving a w a l  image in which the hage 
is initiany represented by digital data indexed to represent 
positions on a display. The digital data is indicative of an 
intensity value I,(x,y) for each position (qy) m each i-th 
spectral band. The intensity value for each position in each 
i-th spectral band is adjusted to generate an adjusted inten- 
sity value for each position m each i-th spectral band in 
a m d a n c e  with 

where W, is a weighting factor, u*n is the cowohtion 
operator and S is the total number of unique spectral bands. 
For each n, the function F,(x,y) is a unique surround 
function applied to each psition (x.y) and N is the total 
number of unique surround functions. Each unique surround 
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function is scaled to improve some aspect of the digital 
image, e.g, dynamic range compression, color constancy, 
and lightness rendition. The adjusted intensity value for each 
position in each i-th spectral band is filtered with a common 
function. The improved digital image can then be displayed 
arid is based on the adjusted intensity value for each i-th 
spectral band so-filtered h r  each position. For color images, 
a color restoration step can be added to give the image 
true-to-lee mlor that closely matches human observation. 

While this patented method performs well for scenes/ 
images having widely varying lighting, nflectance and/or 
topographic features (referred to hereinafter as wide 
dynamic range images); the method provides a le= degree 
of improvement for scenes,’images having constrained 
ligb~ing, reflectance and/or minimal topographic variations 
(referred to hereinafter as narrow dynamic range images). 
Furthermore, it has been found that the use of this patented 
method can cause large *white” mnes in digital images to be 
“grayed”. The larger and more constant the white zone, the 
greater the degree of graying. Such white zones are com- 
monly found in artificial images generated by both computer 
graphics and document imaging applications. 

SUMMARY OF llE INVENTlON 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 

provide a method of improving an image created with digital 
data for both color and wn-color images. 

Another object of the present invention to p v i d e  a 
method of improving a digital image in termsof the image’s 
dynamic range compression, color independence from the 
spectral distriiution of the scene illwinant, and color/ 
lightness rendition. 

Still another object of the present invention to provide a 
method of improving a digital image SD that the image 
appears similar to what is perceived by human vision in all 
kinds and levels of lighting across the entire scene. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a 
method of improving a digital image regardless of the 
image’s dynamic range. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide a 
method of reducing the “graying” of large white zones in a 
processed digital image. 

Other objects arid advantages of the present invention will 
become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and 
drawings. 

In accordance with the present invention, a method of 
pnxxssing a digital image is provided. The image is initially 
replwentcd by digital data indexed to represent positions on 
a display. The digital data is indicative of an intensity value 
I,{x,y) for each position (x,y) in each i-th spearal band. A 
classification of the image b a d  on its dynamic range is then 
defined in each of the image’s spearal bands. TIE intensity 
value for each position in each i-th spearal band is adjusted 
to generate an adjusted intensity value for each position in 
each i-th spectral band in accordance with 

where W, is a weighting factor, is the convolution 
operator and S is the total number of unique spectral bands. 
For each o, the function F,,(x,y) is a unique SmrOuDd 
function applied to each position (qy) and N is the total 
number of unique surround functions. Each unique surround 
function is scaled to improve some aspea of the digital 
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4 
image, e.g., dynamic range compression, color constancy, 
and lightness rendition. The adjusted intensity value for each 
position in each spectral band of the image is filtered with a 
filter function that is based on the dynamic range ckifi- 
cation of the image. As a result, a filtered intensity value 
R,{x,y) is defined and can be supplied to a display for 
interpretation thereby as is well understood in the art. 

H K k k  U N W l l O N  OF ‘ll-& DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematicview of an image proassing system 
used to carry out a first embodiment of the metbod of the 
present invention that adjusts to the image’s dynamic range 
and, optionaiiy, the presence of white mms, m a known 
image procesing system designed to improve the image in 
terms of dynamic range compression, lightness rendition, or 
a balance between these two image criteria; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic view of an image procwsing system 
that compensates for the image’s white zones in a known 
image processing system designed to improve the image m 
terms of dynamic range compression, lightness rendition, or 
a balance between these two image criteria; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic view of an image prccesing system 
used to carry out a second embodiment of the method of the 
present invention that adjusts to the image’s dynamic range 
and the presence of white zones in a known image pnxrss- 
ing system designed to simultawously improve the image in 
kms of both dynamic range compression and lightness 
renditim and 

FIG. 4 is a schematic view of ttse system of FIG. 3 further 
improved to incorporate a color restoration processing capa- 
bility in acoordance with a third embodiment of the present 
method. 

DETAILED DESCRlPnON OF THE 
I ” T I O N  

Referring now to the drawings, and more particular@ to 
FIG. 1, a system 100 is shown for carrying out a first 
embodiment of the present method. Using this embodiment 
of the method, the emphasis of image improvement can be 
placed on edber the dynamic range compression, lightness 
rendition, or a balance between these two image perfor- 
m a m  criteria. By way of example, tbe first embodiment 
will be described as it relates to a non-color digital image. 
However, it is to be understood that the present method can 
be extended to color images as will be explained in detail 
below. 

In general, system 180 is based on the system and method 
d e s a i i  in U.S. Pat. No. 5,991,456 (the ’456 patent), the 
contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference. The 
’456 patent a s ~ m e s  that the image to be improved has a 
wide dynamic range, i.e., the image has intensities spanning 
substantially or fully across the display’s dynamic range 
capability. However, this is not always the case as dynamic 
range can be reduced or narrowed by, for example, lighting 
conditions, a subject in an image having minimal contrasting 
features, etc. Accordingly, in general, the present invention 
is useful for improving images irrespective of the image’s 
dynamic range. More spedcally, the present invention 
evaluates the dynamic range of the image and adapts itself 
thereto. 

System 100 includes a digital imager 10, e.g., camera, 
capable of outputting image data in the form of digital data 
indexed to represent the intensity I at a particular position 
(x,y) in the image to be displayed on a display 16. For 
purpose of the present invention, a “position” in the image 
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is no larger than one pixel of the display. However, by way 
of example, it will be assumed herein that each positiou (x,y) 
refers to a single row/mlumn pixel position of display 16 
which is a J-row by Kcolumn display. The intensity of each 
pixel or I(x,y) is adjusted and filtered in accordance with the 5 
present method by processor 12 and filter 14 as will now be 
detailed. 

sity I(x,y) to yield I'(qy) in acmrdance with 
On n ?inel-hy-?irel h d s ~  -mwr 12 arl+ts the inten- 

r(*Y)-W(&YFW4&Y)*%Y)l (1) 
10 

where F(x,y) is a surround function and "** denotes the 
convolution operation. Note that prior art processing 
schemes adhering closely to natural vision science, i.e., an 
approximate log photoreceptor response, tea& a general 
indifference with respect to the placement of the log 
response. However, if the logarithm function is taken before 
the SUrrollDd function, the resulting discrete convolution of 
log [I(x,y)*F(x,y)] is equivalent to a weighted product of 'o 
I(x,y) whereas the second tern in equation (1) proctuax a 
weighted sum. This is closely related to the difference 
between the aritbmetic mean and the geometric mean except 
that F(x,y) is selected so that 

,125 B2 
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Thus, for narrowdynamic images, a single-scale (ie., single 
value for the constant c) retinex approach is generally 
sficient. 

The adjusted intensity value Iyx,y) must be filtered by 
filter 14 to yield a retinex outpnt R(x,y) which is essentially 
a pixel intensity value that can be interpreted by a display. 
Filter 14 applies an o k t  and gain function to convert I'(qy) 
from the logarithm domain to the -1 domain of R(x,y) 
where it can be interpreted by a conventional display 16 as 
is known in the ut. For example, if the display is an &bit 
color monitor, filter 14 must convert each I'(x,y) to a digital 
value between 0 and 255. In contrast 10 the prwiously- 

'456 p'pzt .&Ai& nt&d tk GT fmc~os fer 
all images, filter 14 in the present invention applies a 
dynamic range specific offkt and gain function to all pixels 
io a given image. Accordingly, system 100 also includes a 
dynamic range classifier 17 and a filter store 19 to provide 
filter 14 with a selected offkt and gain function based upon 
the dynamic range of a given image. In genera each image 
is evaluated in terms of its dynamic range at classifier 17. 
The results of the evaluation ue used to select an oifset and 
gain function from store 19 for application by mer  14 to the 
evaluated image. Tfie image is classified as belonging to one 
of P dvnamic classes. Each P-th dwamic class 

(.,) z has a predete& optimal of& and -gab 6ller 6mction 
maintained in store 19. In other words, the output of clas- 

which does wt produce exactly the n-th root of n numbers d e r  17 is used to seled the best oifset and gain function for 
as the geometric mean would. l k  value k is a normalization a particular dynamic range classification. 
constant. The form of equation (1) pmduces a point-by-point Dynamic range evaluation carried out by chsifier 17 can 
ratio to a large reljoopl mean value. M be accomplished in a varie.ty of ways utilizkg well known 
The sur~~und function F(x,y) must take into account statistics associated with the image being procesed Such 

"global" contxibutbrn at each pixel position while recog- statistiis include the mean of a spectral band's mtextsity or 
nizing that each pixel podition k most af€ected by "regional" brightnes, the standard deviation of the mean or contrast, 
contributions. To cover both of these contributions becomes the skewness of a spectral band's intensity, h t  and second 
the goal of the surround function. The preferred sumd 35 order moments of a spectral band's intensity, and other 
function for the present invention is of the Gaussian form known types of image statistics 

By way of illustrative example, dynamic range classifier 
(3) 11 can be implemented as follows. The image to be pro- 

cessed is classified as belonging to one of P dynamic range 
40 classes depending on the relationship between the magni- 

Y >'f(&Y*l 

. 
-z 

F(X. yl = e 7  

where 

r-w 

tude the -image's mean p (or brightness) and standard 
deviation u thereof (or contrast) in each i-th spectral band. 
For each i-th spectral band, 

14) 
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If this conditional statement is not satisfied for any of the P Referring now to LlG. 3, system 200 is shown for carrying 
dynamic range classes, a default o h t  and gain filter func- out a second embodiment of the present metbod. In the 
tion can be specified. If this Conditi0~1 statement is satisfied second embodiment, it is possible to simultaneously 
for more than one of the P dynamic range classes, a improveboththedynamicrangecompressionandlightness 
combination (e.g., average) of the corresponding o&t and 5 rendition of an image. By way of illustration, the second 
gain filter functions can be selected/provided from store 19 embodiment will be described as it relates to a color digital 
to filter 14. other conditional statements using other specific image although it could also be to used to improve non-color 

images. The operation of system 200 could include just the combinasions of L, could also be nsed 
x. .., ,,, - -.a- -PI tu= pauuim uucuuu r\ J, ---u - ~ u s  U+-L G %-w a- UIUG. -*1~~=4 ik 

choice of image Statistics used thereby, and conditional Present approach Can be extended to “Y number of 
*~arenot i imitat ionsofthepresent invent ion.~t  bands that can be used to develop a digital image. 
is, the pamcnlarmethodology used by classifier 17 store h*&’p imager 28 is shown to Ou@t digital 
19 to supply filter 14 illl and gain mter btion image data for each of the spectral bands It each position DO 

predicated on dynamic rwe can be changed h-gci iiiiiri a pixei ihat is uitimateiy EO ‘be displayed on 
display 26. Tbe intensity of each pixel for each i-th spectral without dqmting from the scope of the present invention. 
available from digital imager 20 where S defines the total 

dynamic range cl&catim method using brightness (pi) number of unique spectral banis. 

implemented as follows: 2) demibed above, processor 22 applies equations (l), (3) 

. .. 1. ,* :- .- L. -.->---.--> .L.- IL  .. . P . -*. -*--.3--> --l-- ------ 

However, by ~ a y  of a w a t i v e  a p a d d a r  band (e%.7 11(x9Y)* L(qY)* . . . 9 ‘Z{TYh . ~ . Id-Y)) is 

and contrast p=5 we classcs can be similar to the single& =tbex appro& (FIGS. 1 and 

band’s image 20 and (4) on a pixel-by-pkel b-. However, d e  the 
single-x-e approach, each pixel’s intensity (in ea& spec- 

“For indicative of the i-th 
having the Lip=1 ifki2160 
and ua-C(O.2+J.” tral band) is adjusted a multiplicity of N times where the 

“For p-2 indicative of the i-th spectral band‘s image c o r n a t  c is uniquely selected each n-th time the surround 
having a n a ~ ~  dynamic range, LP-l if oA0-W.” function F(X,Y) is applied to a pixel (of ea& spectral band). 

“For p=3 indicative of the i-th spectral band’s image 25 Thus, the preferred Gaussian w u n d  function in equation 
having a -OW dynamic range, L,=l if q< (3) can be rewritten for the general case as 
(05.4” 

“For po4 indicative of the i-th spectral band’s image 
having a medium dynamic range, Lip..l if ui<(0.6?ri).” 

7 
F”(& Y )  = c;;f 

“For p-5 indicative of the i-th sncctral band’s imane 
ha& a regular dynamic rang;&=l if ozx(O.SpJ? 

where the terms ”narrowest”, “narrow“, “less narrow“, 
“medium” and “regular” are used only to indicate relative 
dynamic range. 
As mentioned above, many computer graphics and docu- 

ment imaging applications (that can benefit from thc image 
pmessing provided by the present invention) contain large 
white zwes which may be grayed by such image processing. 
In applications where this is of concenn, system 100 can 
optionally include a block 21 (shown in dashed line form to 
indicate its optional use) that selects a maximum (intensity) 
value V(x,y) for each position in each of the image’s spectral 
bands More specifically, 

35 

40 

where cm is a unique constant for each of the N applications 
of equation (1). In general, each value of c can be between 
approximately 1-W% of the larger pixel dimension of the 
image as described above. However, in this multi-scale 
approach, N unique values of c, Can be used to adjust each 
pixel’s intensity in each spectral band. For example, if NJ, 
the three values of c,, c o d  be selected such that the l is t  
constant c1 optimized dynamic range compression. the sec- 
ond constant c2 optimized rendition, and the third comtant 
cj would be between the first and second constant values. 

The resulting adjustments m intensity are each weighted 
by a factor W, at a multiplier 23 and then added together at 
a summer 24 for each spectral band. Thus, in general, the 

% Y h =  (W), %Y)) (5) 45 multi-scale method applied by processor 22, mitipliers 23 
where I(x,y) is the intensity value at each position of the 
original digital image and R(x,y) is the filtered intensity 

insures that the original pixel intensity is never decreased 
(i.e., grayed) by image proassing in accordance with the 50 
present mventim. 

In tests of the present invention, application of maximiz- where W, is the weighting factor, F,,(x,y) represents the 
ing block 21 pduced smooth tonal renderings without uniquely scaled (Gaussian) surround function governed by 
tonal discontinuities at points of merger. Further, the use and the choice of constant c,, in equation (6), and S is the total 
advantages of m7zximiz@; block 21 are independent of the 55 number of unique spectral bands. The weighting factor W, 
dynamic range adaptation provided by dynamic range clas- can be a simple average, e.g., lm, that is the same for each 
s s e r  17 and filter store 19. This is true for each of the c, or can be unique for each c, in order to emphasize certain 
embodiments that are described herein. Thus, m-g performanoe Criteria more than others for a particular appli- 
block21 could be used to improve upon the teachings of the cation. Similar to the approach described for system 100, the 
’456 paienr as shown in FIG. 2. Spedically, in FIG. 2, 60 weighted sums output from summers 24 are all filtered by 
system 101 includes the digital imager 10, processor 2 and dynamic range spedied o f i t  and gain function at filter 25 
filter 14 of the ’456 patent where filter 14 applies a common to convert the sums into digital data usable by display 26. 
o&t and gain function to all images to produce its filtered More spec%cally, dynamic range classilier 17 and filter 
(inteusity) values R(x,y). In system 101, maximizing block store 19 function as & m i d  above for each image pro- 
21 performs as before to select the maximum intensity value 65 vided by digital image 20. That is, each image’s i-th spectral 
between the original intensity value I(x,y) and R(x,y) in band is evaluated/classified in terms of its dynamic range 
order to reduce the graying of wfrite zones. and the resulting clasdications are used to select one of 

and Summen 24 can be written as 

value output by filter 14. Accordmgly, maximizing block 21 0 2 w.o-=st(x. y)-iog[,,(x, j)*F.(x. y)]) .  i = 1. ... . s 
P l  
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several predetermined offset and gain functions maintained 
at filter store 19. Also similar to system 100, system 200 can 
include rn- block 21 to select the maximum inten- 
sity value at each pixel position for each spectral band where 

(8) 

Once again, m7-; block21 can be used independently 
of dynamic range classifier 17 and mer store 19, Le., if 
classltier I7/s&ore 19 were to be omitted SD that a common 
filter funaion would be applied by liler25 for all images as 10 color c a m e m  or dynamic range @referably 10-12 

bit/color channel) color electronic cameras. In the wide is the case in thc '456 patent. 
dynamic range embodiment, the combined camera and pro- 

ability to combine dynamic ranF -rc~im z d  "ssing perfomana would yield resUtmg imagm &a! 

rendition and f ~ a h e ~  pd color z n ~ o n  approach human visual obsen*atim which readily brings out 
for a pathological c h  of imws, i.e., Whr and detail across very wide raDging ili-tion 
world violations. However, the multi-sale aspect of the (including an frame). 
present invention synthesizes substantial dyuamic range 
compreim lightness =aon. so, the ment of smart coior cameras with embedded computer 
multi-scale retioex method by itself cannot produce good perfom the singk Or 

color rendition for images which violate the gray-world 20 t d t i - d e  r e h x  processing with dynamic range adjust- 
assumption. ~hus, a third of & present inven- ment and'or white zone processing, muId be either analog or 
tion adds color restoration to the method to achieve the digital W I  depending the relative ~ r f o m a ~  at the 
missing capability. color restoration method produces time of *sign- 

Still another embodiment of the present method could 
stancy even for the c h  of &ages previowly Wm&d 25 either a separate hardware processor or embedded 
patho~ogical. mdti-sde =tinex mew wih computer chip for performing a retinex computation with 
restoration can and has achieved a close approximation to l o w - l i g h t l e v e l e l e ~ o ~  camem wfiich ther~~oekctric 
human OhWafion when test mms cornpard to pmD- or CVoSnk m 0 h - S  to ~ f & C e  noise and haease ~ ~ ~ + & '  
cessed images. and dynamic range. This embodiment should produce high 

A system for implementing the method of color ~ s ~ r a -  30 SmfiV color -s at low ambient light levels tbat would 
tion k shown a modi- exceed human V h d  perfoman=, i.e., @dy earlY- 
fication of 200 that incorporates he dawn/late-twiligbtimoonlight3im-interior conditio= 

restoration step. M~~ The present invention's multi-scale approach with 
specikally, each respective averaged sum for each spectral rawe adjustment can also be used in and 
band output from one of m&tiplie= 24 filtered a 35 white imaging to accomplkh dynamic range compression 
dynamic rmge spedfic offset and kXhon at filter 25 and tonal rendition for images such as medical images (e.g., 

a fashion similar to that just described above for system x-rays, m-k resonance images digital mammographic 
200. The filtered intensity vaiues R,(x,y) are further multi- images, etc.) and aerial photographic hag-. In these 
plied at a respective filter 28,, . . . ,28, . . . ,28, having a achieve an *roved 
gain that takes the form 40 Visualization of anatomical features in medical images and 

the removal of shading artifacts in aerial photography. 
The advantages of the present invention are numerous. 

Image ?masing improvements provided by the single- 
scale rehnex, multi-scale retinex and the multi-scale retinex 

45 With color restoration, are further enhanced by allowing their 
filtering step to adapt to images having varying dynamic 

where B is a mustant that is the same for all spectral bands ranges. This will increase the number and types of images 
that controk the amount of perceived color saturation and S that can be improved by a given system. The method can be 
is a whole number indicative of the total number of spectral implemented as a manual process or, more advantageously, 
bands bekg used, e.g., S-3 for the standard triplet red, 50 as an automatic procesSing function as it nquires MI user 
green, blue. 'Ihe resulting color-restored output intensities inputs or intervention. 
R',(x,y) could be. provided diredy to display 26 or option- Although the invention has been d e m i  relative to a 
ally processed by rn~aximizhng. block 21 to select the maxi- specific embodiment thereoc there are numerous variations 
mum intensity value at each p m l  position for each spectral and modifications that will be readily apparent to those 
band where 55 skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. For 

example, the teachings of the present invention can be 
(lo) implemented in a wide variety of hardware and/or software 

Once again, maxkizing block21 can be used independently environments without depaaing from the scope of the 
of dynamic range classifier 17 and fitter store 19, i.e,, if present invention. It is therefore to be understood that, 
classifier 17/store 19 were to be omitted so that a common 60 within the scope of the appended claitq the invention may 
filter function would be applied by filter 25 for all images as be practiced other than as specifically described 
is the case in the '456 patent. What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
The present mew can be embodied in a variety of htten Patent Of the united stales k 

applications. It can be used as a tool in computers for 1. A method of processing a digital image, comprising the 
enhancement of images ex post facto. The present method 65 step of 
will also find utility in digital photo-pmaskg, image providing~~dataindexedtorepresentpositiomofan 
enhaacement for different display media, and as a tool for image having S spectral bands for simuhneous output 

pemnab'professional needs such as desktop pubhhmg. The 
present invention could also be used to improve the com- 
merc&tion of remote sensing data by providing an easily 
interpretable visual rendition. Various images used by law 

5 enforcement (e.g., security surveillance data, forensic data, 
etc.) could a b  be improved application of the present 
invention. 

V I ( 4 Y M -  (Ix-sv)9 R,(rY)) 

Ihe Present method could be embodied in 
Processors dew *Or use 

AS noted above, the s i n g % d e  method is limited in its 

s d e d  gay-  15 

The Present could also be lsed in * 
These Chips, which 

with modest in color 

FIG. 4 where system 300 

to bpiement the novel 

the Present invention 

(9) 

vk&Y;- ( k k Y ) ,  R''(&Y)) 
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on a display, said digital data being indicative of an 
intensity value l,(x,y) for each position (sy)  in each 
i-th spectral band; 

evaluating features of said image indicative of dynamic 
range of said image in each of said S speclral bands to 
thereby identify a class assoCiated with said dynamic 
range; 

adiusting said intensity value for said each position in 
each i-th spcdral band to generate an adjusted intensity 
value for said each p i t i o n  in each i-th spenral band 
inaccO0rdanrr:witb 

where S is the number of unique spectral bands included in 
said digital data and, for each n, W, is a weighting factor and 
F,(x,y) is a unique surround function applied to said each 
position (x,y) and N is the total number of unique surround 
function& 

selecting a &r function based on said class, said filter 
fundion -selected being optimized in terms of of€set 
and gain for said dynamic range assoCiated with said 
class; and 

filtering said adjusted intensity value for said each posi- 
tion of said hag in each of said S spectral bands using 
said Bter function so-selected, wherein a filmed inten- 
sity value R&y) is defined. 

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein each said 

3. A method according to claim 2 wherein said Gaussian 
unique surround function is a Gaussian function. 

function is of the form 

12 
8. A method according to claim 7 wherein said image 

statistics include brightness and contrast of said image in 
each of said S spectral bands. 

9. A method according to claim 1 further comprising tbe 

selecting a maximum intensity value V,(x,y) from the 
group consisting of said intensity value It(x,y) and said 

displaying an improved image using said maximum inten- 

10. A method according to claim 4 further comprising the 

selecting a maximum intensity value V&y) from the 
group consisting of said intensity value I,{x,y) and said 
color-restored intensity value Rt{x,y); and 

displaying an improved image using said maximum inten- 
sity value V,(x,y). 

ll. A method of processing a @ita1 image, comprising 

providing digital data indexed to represent the positions of 
a plurality of pixels of a J-row by Kcolumn display, 
said digital data being indicative of an intensity value 
4qy)  for each of said plurality of pixels where x is an 
index of a position in the J-th row of said display and 
y is an index of a position in the K-th column of said 
display wherein a JxK image is defined; 

evaluating features of said JxK image indicative of 
dynamic range of said JxK imagc to thereby identify a 
class associated witb said dynamic range; 

convolviug said digital data associated witb each of said 
plurality of pixels with a function 

5 stepsof: 

filtetpn icter&v v=JhLc Q-,!:y!; -d 

1o 
sity value V&y). 

steps of: 

15 

20 thestepsof: 

25 

-7 
e- 7- 35 

satisfying the relationship 

where 

I-- 

and, for each LI, Is, is a nomalization constant and c, is a 
unique constant for each of said N unique syrroual func- 
tions. 

4. A method according to claim 1 further comprising the 
step of multiplying said f i l l ed  intensity value R,(qy) by 

to form a discrete oonvolution value for each of said 
plurality of pixels, said function satisfying the relatiomhip 

40 

XJJeSddy = 1 

$5 where 

I-* 

k is a normalization constant and c is a amstant; 

to define a wlor-restored intensity value R'Xx,y), where B is 

5. A method according to claim 1 wherein said each 

6. A method according to claim 1 wherein, for each n, 

7. Amethod according to claim 1 wherein said features of 65 

a c o w .  60 

position (&y) defines a pixel of said display. 

W,=1/N. 

said image wmpnjeS image Statistics associated with said 
image in each of said S spectral bands. 

convedog, for each of said plurality of +e4 said 
discrete convolution value into the logarithm domain; 

converting, for each of said plurality of pixe4 said 
intensity value into the logarithm domain, 

subtracting. for each of said plurality of pixels, said 
discrete convolution value so-converted into the loga- 
rithm domain from said intensity value so-converted 
into the logarithm domain, wherein an adjusted inten- 
sity value is generated for each of said plurality of 
pixels; 

seleding a filter function based on said class, said lilter 
function so-selected being optimized in terms of ofEiet 
and gain for said dynamic range associated with said 
class; and 

filtering said adjusted intensity value for each of said 
plurality of pixels with said filter function so-seiected, 
wherein a filtered intensity valne R(x,y) is defined. 
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12. A method according to claim ll wherein lhe value of 
said constant c is selected to be in the sange of approxi- 
mately 0.01 to approximately 0.5 of the larger of J and K. 
U. Amethod according to claim 11 M e r  comprising the 

selecting, for each of said plurality of pixels, a maximum 
intensity value V(x,y) from the p u p  consisting of said 
intensity value I(x,y) and said filtered v h e  

steps of 5 

D(.. ..\. --a “\-=,I I, --= 
displayinganimprovedimageusjngsaidmaximnminten- 10 

14. A method of proassiog a digital image, comprising 

providing digital data indexed to represent the psitions of 
a p l d t y  of pixels of an J-row by K-cohunn display, 15 
said digital data being indicative of an intensity value 
I,{x,y) for each i-th spectral band of S spectral bands for 
each of said plurality of pixels where x is an index of 
a position in the J-th row of said display and y is an 
index of a position in the K-th column of said display 20 
wherem a (JxK), image is defined for each of said S 
spedral bands and a JxK image is defined ac~oss all of 
saidSspearalbanQ; 

evaluating features of each said (JxK), image indicative of 
dynamic range of each said (JxK), image to thereby 25 
identify a class associated with said dynamic range; 

convolving said digital data associated witb each of said 
plurality of pixels in each i-th spectral band with a 
fundion 

sitv v o .  
the steps of: 

M 

,$ 

for n-2 to N to form N convolution values for each of said 35 
plurality of pixels in each said i-th spectral band, said 
function satisfying the relationship 

40 

where 

45 and, for each n, k,, is a normalization coostant and c,, is a 

converting, for each of said plurality of pixels in each said 
i-th specbai band, each of said N convolution values 

converting, fur each of said plurality of pixels in each said 
i-th spectral band, said intemity value into the loga- 
rithm dormin; 

sub*?racting, for each of said plurality of pixels in each said 
i-th spectral band, each of said N convolution values 55 
so-converted into the logarithm domain from said 
intensity value soconverted into the logarithm domain, 
wherein an adjusted intensity value is generated for 
each of said plurality of pixels in each said i-th spectral 
band based on each of said N convolution values; 

forming a weighted sum for each of said plurality of 
pixels in each said i-th spectral band using said adjusted 
intensity values; 

selecting a filter function based on said class, said filter 
function so-selected being optimized in terms of offset 65 
and gain for said dynamic range associated with said 
Ciass; and 

unique coIslans 

into the logrrithm domain; 50 

60 

14 
filtering said weighted sum for each of said plurality of 

pixels in each said i-th spectral band with said filter 
function so-selected, wherein a Htered intensity value 
R,{x,y) is dehed. 

15. A method according to claim 14 wherein the value for 
each said unique constant c, is selected to be in the range of 
approximately 0.01 to approximately 05 of the larger of J 
ana n 

16; A method acwxding to daim 14 further comprising 
the step of multiplying said filtered intensity value R&y) by 

to define a color-restored intensity value R’,(x,y), where B is 
a constant and S is a whole number greater than or equal to 
2. 

17. Amethod according to claim 14 wherein said features 
of said (JxK. image statistics associated with each said 
(JxK), image. 

18. A method accorcfing to claim 17 wherein said image 
statistics include brighlness and contrast of each said (JxQ 
image. 

19. A method according to clah 14 further comprising 
the steps oE 

selecting a maximum intensity valne V,(x,y) from the 
goup consisting of said intensity value l,(qy) and said 
filtered intensity value R,(x,y); and 

displaying an improved image using said maximum inten- 
sity value V@,y). 

20. A method according to claim 16 further comprising 

selecting a maximum intensity value V,(x,y) from the 
group consisting of said intensity value IXx,y) and said 
color-restored intensity value R&y); and 

displaying an improved image using said maximum inten- 

21. A method of processing a digital image, comprising 

providing digital data indexed to represent positions of an 
image having S spectral bands for simultaneous output 
on a display, said digital data being indicative of an 
intensity value I,(x,y) for ea& position (qy) in each 
i-th spectral band; 

evaluating features of said image indicative of dynamic 
range of said image in each of said S spectral bands to 
thereby idente  a class associated with said dynamic 
range; 

adjusting said intemity value for said each position in 
each i-th spectral band to generate an adjusted intensity 
value for said each position in each i-th spectral band 
in accordance with 

the steps of: 

sity value V&y). 

the steps of: 

where S is a whole number greater than or equal to 2 and 
defines the total number of spectral bands included in said 
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digital data and, for each n, W, is a weighting factor and 
F,(x,y) is a unique surround function of the form 

-9 
c z  5 

satisfying the relationship 

10 

where 15 

and, for each n, Is, is a normalization constaot and c, is a 
unique constant where N is the total number of unique 
surround functions; 

selecting a filter function based on said class, said filter 
function so-selected being optimized in terms of offset 
and gain for said dynamic range associated with said 25 

cl=% 
sltering said adjusted intensity value. for said each p i -  

tion in each i-th spectral band with said function 
so-selected wherein a filkred intensity value R,{x,y) is 
defined; a d  

16 
multiplying said filtered intensity value R&y) by 

to define a color-restored intensity value R'&y), where B is 
I ""'"-'. 

22. A method according to claim 21 wherein, for each n, 

23. Amethod acaJrdhg to claim 21 wherein the value for 
each said unique constant c, is selected to be in the range of 
approximately 0.01 to approximately 05 of the larger of J 
and K. 

24. A method aamrding to claim 21 wherein said features 
of said image comprises image statistics associated with said 
image in each of said S spectral bands. 

25. A method aaording to claim 24 wherein said image 
statistics include brightness and contrast of said image in 
each of said S spectral bands. 

26. A method according to claim 21 further comprising 
the steps of: 
selecting a maximum intensity value V,(x,y) from the 
group consisting of said intensity value 1,(x,y) and said 
color-restored intensity value R',{x,y); a d  

dkplayiog an improved image using said maximum inten- 
sity value V,@,y). 

W,-l/N. 

* * . * *  

c 


